
BIO: Lisa Transcendence Brown 
 

Lisa Transcendence Brown is a WayShower who works globally to create 
awareness regarding expanded and Multi-Dimensional Consciousness, 
Awakening and Ascension. As an embodied Ascended Master and NEW 
Earth Ascension Guide, she brings forth ancient knowledge to assist others 
ready to embrace their own “inner to outer world journey” and self-
empowerment to becoming Multi-Dimensional Masters again.  
 
She shares from her own experiences working through the unified field as 
love. She shares higher realm and multiple dimensional perspectives to 
assist others in transcending Old Earth programmed limiting human beliefs, 
veils in place and the perception of structures and barriers all created for 
the human experience here.  The flipping and merging of multiple realities 
is a confusing and sometimes bizarre journey, therefore she provides tools 
for navigating with greater understanding and ease. 
 
With a focus on transformation and expansion beyond of one's current 
physical world, she has dedicated her existence here to assisting others 
ready to become SOURCE, CREATORS, ALCHEMISTS and MASTERS 
again.  She walks on NEW Earth and acts as a cosmic portal for others 
desiring to do the same. 
 
Her own journey has allowed her to bring forth ancient knowledge on a 
wide range of topics such as Living as our true and authentic selves as 
open hearts, embodiment of the soul/higher self in the physical, the 
LightBody, Merkaba, Evolution as a Solar Crystalline Star-Light BEing, 
NEW DNA Activation and Re-Programming, Unity Consciousness and the 
Unified Field, Quantum Transformation and Existence, Alchemy and 
REMEMBERING MASTERY from within. 
 
She holds a Bachelors of Metaphysical Science (B.Msc.) from the 
University of Metaphysical Sciences and currently the author of two world-
renowned books: "Awakening To Remembering: A Journey of 
Consciousness" and "Navigating Dimensions: Reminders for 
Remembering, Awakening & Ascension Guide Book", with a third on the 
way "Multi-Dimensional Consciousness & Quantum Existence: Ancient 
Knowledge Shared". 



 
Her work/sharings are all Light Encoded to activate and raise the 
vibrational frequency of all who receive. You may find out more via her 
website where she offers an abundance of resources and tools, personal 
sessions, online Live Events and Video Courses, MP3 Activations, Books, 
Retreats/Workshops on Kauai and more!  You may also follow her on 
Facebook where she shares current Light Energy Updates and ancient 
knowledge in real-time to assist all in unifying and remembering more 
together as family here. 
 
Visit her website at:  
www.AwakeningToRemembering.com  
or follow updates on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/transcending.consciousnes  
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